Drab to Fab
Why Renovate

Health
- Mental
- Physical

Appearance
- Look
- Smell
Before Look
Importance of a quality lounge

› creating the optimal teaching and learning spaces may be the final academic frontier for centers of teaching and learning
› encourage creativity: natural light and bright colors
› a faculty lounge is not just a physical area but a:
  › Social
  › Emotional
  › Cultural space
What are Other Universities Doing?
What are Other Universities Doing?

Brown University

Penn State University

Radford University
The Family Room
What is the Family Room?

- Fun and collaborative space
- Serves as a mini cafe
- Place to relax, and cook healthy meals
- Place to refresh after hard day
Flooring
› Low maintenance
› “Homey” Feel

$2-7 per square foot
Lighting

› Bright
› LED - motion sensor
Kitchen Area

Countertops -
Cabinets -
Island -
Barstools -
Appliances

Provided
› Fridge
› Oven
› Toaster
› Blender
› Waffle Maker
› Stove
› Keurig

Bring Your Own
› Utensils
› Pots/Pans
› Groceries
› K Cups
› Dishes
Appliance Costs

$349.99

$389.99
Further Appliance Costs

$9.99

$59.99

$24.99

$5.99
Healthy Food Options

› Healthy YOU Vending
› Training
› Machines
› Support
› Income
Kitchen Costs

Electrical and furniture pieces, flooring, lighting, electrical and technology needs
Seating Area

Chairs: From Ikea - Sent assembled.

Tables: From Ikea

Sofa:
Seating Area Costs

Tables: 2 x $179.00 = $358
Chairs: 10 x $89.00 = $890
Sofa: 1 x $1424 = $1424

Total: $2672
Total Cost for One Family Room

Kitchen: $3238
Vending Machine: $1000 per month*
Seating Area: $2672
Electrical/Other: Paint + Flooring = $300

Total = $7,210

*May vary. Does not take income into account.
Thank You!